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Introduction

This paper documents experiences and findings concerning an experimental design study in an educational
workshop setting. 

The aim was to address underlying concepts of architectural form and to look for approaches which might make
the designer’s way of looking at (and ‘working on’) such issues instrumental in the context of design research. 
For this purpose a ‘map’ of design media was drawn up and a ‘desktop’ of compositional themes was created,
containing items which figure both in the design of buildings and the perception of the built results, prior to the
project. In addition, a strategy was devised by which students might focus on compositional themes by doing
what they (like to) do best – designing – for the benefit of creating insights.

A ‘game’ situation was created in which a fictitious research and design task had been awarded to an ‘office’ (in
this case consisting of a varied mix of students from the guest faculty and an approximately equal number of
visiting students).

The basis, for the competitive task which was set, consisted of an ‘ensemble’ of five large faculty buildings, each
with a specific architectural ‘presence’, together assembled in a somewhat ’loose’ spatial campus configuration.
Databases of background information were assembled beforehand: documentation, photographs, maps and
(original) drawings.

The Project

Concept:
The ambition was to study compositional aspects of architectural artefacts, particularly on the level of the
experienced overall form and the combinations of surface patterns within the constituting facades. The idea
was that working with groups of students to a kind of controlled ‘laboratory’ environment might yield
worthwhile, possibly new, insights in this field while at the same time offering a worthwhile learning experience
for the participating students. The participants would be required to make analyses and designerly variations on
the basis of existing buildings (with an identifiable level of formal complexity) in such a way that they would be
able to share and compare their discoveries. In this light the experiment may be considered as an extension of the
pedagogical and thematic research approaches developed in recent years by the Form and Media Studies group
at the faculty of Architecture in Delft.i
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Experiences:
This project fits into a line of experimental workshops in an educational environment, intended as an interesting
learning experience for the participants as well as an opportunity to gain insights into methods of composition
and design simulation in ‘laboratory’ situation with clear parameters and constraints. Some recent examples of
such ‘research by design’ by the Delft Form and Media Studies group: 

• Learning from the (in)visible city: an urban composition workshop involving model simulation involving
endoscopy;ii

• The Imaging Imagination project: international conference workshop involving design visualisation using
physical and virtual models;iii

• A Room width another view: interior design workshop aimed at creating an architectural setting for
Vermeer’s ‘View of Delft’;iv

• Transformations: Compositional workshops focusing on the relationship Composition / Impression
through the renewal of the façades of an existing power station (ongoing project). 

Approach:
The experimental TUD Variations workshop was essentially divided into two parts:

• An analytical phase in which the members of the four ‘teams’ were split up into subgroups, each of
which analysed one the existing buildings and subsequently created ‘designerly’ variations for (parts of)
the building’s facades;

• A transformation phase, in which one of the five existing buildings was ‘removed’ and each group
prepared a proposal for a new building to be ‘introduced’ in such a way that it would create a more
convincing campus composition, building on the experience of the studies of the first phase. The
students’ motivations were monitored by a group of mentors via a series of questionnaires.

Subject matter:
Initially, several ‘icons’ of modern Dutch architecture were taken into consideration, but eventually the choice was
made to focus on an (not entirely happy) ensemble of faculty buildings, comprising the central part of the TU
Delft campus. Five relatively large scale buildings, each with its own specific overall form and identity and with
characteristic repetitions of (façade) elements.

The five faculty buildings forming the basis of study:
• TP : Technical Physics;
• ME : Mechanical (and Maritime) Engineering;
• ET : Electro Technical Engineering; 
• CE : Civil Engineering;
• AB : Architecture (and Building Technology). 

Set-up:
An imaginary large architectural firm had received a commission for an explorative task, which might foreseeably
lead to an important design task. The fictitious client: the board of directors of a large technical university (the
TU Delft) wishing to improve the university’s campus environment and (corporate) identity.

The student play the role of the office’s ‘design staff’. For this project they would be split up into recognisable
teams, each of which would carry out partial studies and develop proposals for change. The existing buildings
would analysed and compared and considered in combination. 

Preparation:
The five faculty building complexes were documented extensively beforehand. Photographs were made and (old
and new aerial) photographs were collected. Original technical drawings were retrieved from the archives of the
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TU Delft and the Architecture faculty. The material was on display in the workspace. A basic set of information
was prepared for each building.v

In addition a folder with core conceptions was drawn up, with a ‘desktop’ overview of relevant compositional
conceptions. This overview of termsvi (in Dutch and English) was intended to lend structure and direction to the
formal studies as well as the expected discussions.

Participation:
About a hundred students, split up into two parallel afternoon sessions, participated.

The available five half-day sessions were split up into two rounds with a sub-evaluation and a final presentation.
The language spoken was English, as more than half the students were ‘visitors’ to the faculty, taking part in the
international Erasmus programme, coming from different (mainly European) schools of architecture. The three
Form and Media Studies tutorsvii were curious how this diverse group would respond to such (typically Dutch?)
architectural artefacts. 

Process and Findings 1

Phase 1:
Orientation round: identifying compositional qualities and potentials for improvement of the existing buildings.

Exploration:
Within each design team five subgroups was formed. Each of these ‘adopted’ one of the five buildings, which
was subsequently studied on two levels:

• An interpretation of the structure as a whole and of its characteristic constituting parts, in models scale
1 : 200. The results of these spatial analyses were to be confronted with each other on a central ‘playing
field’: the elementary model of the whole TU campus area. Discussion and evaluation.

• Selection of a typical façade segment of the particular building and consequently interpretations and
transformations in the form of collages. First step: the existing situation. Second step: possible formal and
material ‘improvements’. Discussion and evaluation.

Characterisations:
A concise overview of characteristic impressions and options for alteration of the existing artefacts: 

• TP (Technical Physics): Rigid, monotonous, closed, uninspiring. Most radical proposals: to take down the
whole complex and start anew. Alternative proposals included maintaining the existing load bearing
structure in the façade and creating a more lively expression through a varied play screen constructions
and infill elements.

• ME (Mechanical Engineering): The recent, thoroughly expressive, remodelling of the public circuit of the
complex is considered a success (now virtually taken for granted). Proposals mainly concentrate on end
facades of the four repeated building elements and on the original, monumental entry, now considered
‘out of tune’ with the rest.

• ET (Electro Technical Engineering): Imposing high-rise ‘slab’ and monotonous long low element, not
without quality but extremely dominant. Visiting students often imagine this to be the main TU building,
however anything resembling an university ‘centre’ is totally lacking. Proposals concentrate on the tower’s
ambiguous upper ‘ending’, ways to bring variation into the surface grid and the perforation or partition
of the long, horizontal building.

• CE (Civil Engineering): An ‘eye opener’ for many students, often not perceived consciously before. Lack
of consistency in the way the bridge ‘gesture’ has been worked out, lack of interesting, consequent
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contrasts. The relationship between the elevated building and the entrances at street level is a major
problem. Proposals concentrate on this entrance issue (by introducing new connecting elements from the
pedestrian level) and ways to enliven the long ‘bridge’ façade (for instance by introducing ‘parasitic’
elements – like notes on a musical score). 

• AB (Architecture ): Much to be discovered, a robust, ‘strong’ building, methodically varied, complex but
convincing as a whole. Appreciated by (foreign) students but unhappily situated, as an appendix to the
TU ensemble. Interesting model analyses of the composition (core, lower blocks and high-rise eye-
catcher). Proposals for change mainly concentrated on variations in relation to the existing structure and
surface composition of the ‘underlying’ blocks. The enthusiasm generated amongst students by the
Architecture building led to a separate follow-up, whereby this building was studied in greater depth.viii

Outcomes:
The active imaging and modelling approach – whereby students took the perspective of designers rather than
researchers – proved extremely effective. They actively generated designerly products (such as 2d drawings, 3d
sketches, 2.5d collages and 3d models (virtual and physical). Particularly insightful was a method of
‘decomposition / re-composition’, using models which could be taken apart and re-assembled like a puzzle.
Making of collages on the basis of parts of existing elevations copied onto overhead transparencies proved a quick
way of developing, comparing and refining alternatives. 

In this way it became possible to understand the existing buildings more objectively. 

These studies were not only presented to one’s own but to the other ‘office members’ as well. The effect was
that an element of competition was introduced, with groups not wanting to be left behind. The result of this
approach was that students could genuinely learn from each other’s designerly discoveries in this analytical phase. 

Process and Findings 2

Phase2:
Consolidation round: conceptual proposals to strengthen the TUD Campus environment 

Follow-up:
Round 2 kicked off with the evaluation of proposals for improvement within the ensemble.
Then the groups were collectively confronted with a provocative ‘fax from the client’, responding to the analyses
of the first round and intended to set the course for round 2: 

“It has become clear that the Electro building (ET) forms the greatest ‘dissonant’ in the TU
neighbourhood. The building dominates its surrounding environment though its excessive height
and in its present form forms an obstacle to the linking of the northern and southern parts of the
intended campus (apart from there being problems with the functionality and ‘sick building’
climate). We suggest ‘thinking the existing building away’ and – via a new translation of the
existing programme – create a more attractive, central activity area for the TUD as a whole.”

This (fictitious) somewhat hard-handed ‘edict’, coming from the university’s ‘board of directors’, was not
welcomed by all of the students and even provoked some sputtering. Many students felt that removing Electro
would indeed create promising perspectives for the TU ensemble as a whole, but others felt the tower was a
characteristic landmark, deserving to be saved (in some cases impenetrable, long horizontal extension was
identified as the real culprit). Then there were those who had the sentiment that the ‘board’ had missed the point
altogether, as in their eyes it was Civil Engineering in its present state which posed the problem. Their fingers were
‘itching’ to carry out the necessary improvement of CE.
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The pragmatic solution: nearly all of the teams set out working on a redevelopment of ET (with or without the
high-rise slab), while a few groups proceeded with the ‘upgrading’ of its opposite ‘neighbour’ CE, recognised by
other participants as a legitimate, necessary action.

Outcomes:
Several proposals were presented with the existing ET high-rise ‘imbedded’ in a varied landscape compositions,
such as undulating planes with (large and small) pavilions.

The results of the design teams opting for a more rigorous ‘re-interpretation’ of the central TU cluster proved to
be extremely varied. 

Characteristic transformations worthy of mention were: 

• Strategic situation and shaping of a new, recognisable ‘TU Tower’ moved back from the central axis to
create a central meeting space.

• Introduction of a ‘meandering’ sequence of smoothly connected volumes with sculptural vertical accents
as ‘eye-catchers’.

• A radical, horizontal composition with a pronounced organisation of ‘strip’ elements, incorporating
characteristic red and blue surfaces, as a reference to the existing building.

Whilst these ‘master’ plans tended to be presented as relatively ‘conceptual’ statements, the groups working on the
remodelling of CD tended to extend the first project phase and were able to offer relatively ‘concrete’ solutions.

Conclusions

A number of things became evident. 

One of these was that by letting the students work with the techniques with which they were acquainted
(drawings, collages, physical and computer models, digitally enhanced photographic images) they felt more
stimulated and ‘comfortable’ in their analytical tasks than they might otherwise have been. Asking them to create
their own variants not only helped them to look critically at the existing compositions (discovering surprising
aspects of ‘familiar’ buildings which many confessed never to have been aware of before), but also stimulated a
conscious, intelligent ‘response’. 

The imaginary ‘office’ situation worked well. The expositions of work at the end of each phase proved both an
incentive towards (individual and group) discovery and an opportunity to learn from the experience of others.
This process of sharing – coupled with competitive interaction – also fuelled the concepts emerging in the
second phase, which were often of surprising insight and quality. In this context the overviews of characteristic
compositional terms proved useful, particularly to structure the design study evaluations. However, a more
rigorous division into conceptions on the level of organisation and of articulation seems necessary, in order to
tame the quantity of terms. 

This explorative group exercise indicates that we may learn from the open minded approaches of our students –
particularly if a clear workshop organisation, complete with constraints and incentives defined beforehand.
Students are used to working in such ‘game’ situations, whereby they are inclined to question the rules and, given
the chance, try to change them. However, once the set-up is accepted, the are inclined to bend the rules of the
game situation and come up with refreshing, frequently novel, solutions.
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Furthermore, it once again became clear that the availability and active utilisation of design media should be
considered as an important factor on the level of the working method ix. An exercise such as this creates insight
into the ways in which techniques for design visualisation and communication – computer based as well as
‘tangible’ – are capable of stimulating an intellectual, conceptual discourse and fuel architectural judgement. 
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